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The most basic characteristic of any government's budgetary process

is the way in which final decision-making 'responsibility is divided between

the political level ant the bureaucratic level of government, At a suffi-

ciently aggregate level of budgetary allocation, the politically resp:asible
. -

agent decides the amount of expenditure in each broad category. In L.atrast,

at a more disaggregated level of the budgeting process, t44olitical

authority decides only a total amount of expenditure and then delegate.

responsibility for its allocation among subcategories to the bureaucracy.

The interesting econometric problem is to decide whether any given stage

in the budget process is an example of the "political" or the "bureaucratic

model. As far as we know, there has been no attempt to solve this type of

problem.

The current paper presents a method of deciding this question and then

uses it to study local government spending on education. The basis fc: our

Harvard University and the National Bureau of Economic Research. We
are grateful to Cary Chamberlain lot discussions and suggestions, to the
Massachusetts Department of Education for prtililding unpublished data, and
to the Compensatory Education DiVision of the National Institute of Educa-
tion, Department of He Educatlon anu Welfare for financial suppo: t.
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method is the important difference between the effedt of intergoyernmental

acid that-is implied by the political budget model and by the bureaucratic

budget model. According to the bureaucratic, model, the effect,of inter-

governmental aid on each category of educational input (e.g., teachers'

salaries, books, etc.) depends only n -thb change in total educational
/

spending induced by the a4.d and not on the type of aid that causes the

change in spending. In contrast, the political budget model implies that

the overall expenditure increase is.the result of separate decisions on

1

each of the' expenditure categories anal that the changes in these expendi-

Lure categories will depend on the form of the intergovernmental aid. Our

method of exploiting this difference is presented in detail below.

This difference in the way in which aid affects the i?location of

total educational spending gives potential policy significance to the

distinction between the political and bureaucratic models. State grants

to local school districts are already widely used to assure that all

districts spend aL 'east, some specified minimum amount.
1

Courts in a.

number of stales have now ruled that further steps must be taken to reduce

Lae inequality among districts in educational spending or the correlation

bet4en educational spending and local wealth. 2 There is evidence that

4

'For a description of the current system of state block grants to
local districts, see Coons, Clone and Sugarman (1970).

2T
he California case of Serrano v. Priest was the first in a series

of cases on this point. After the U.S. Supreme Court in Rodriguez v. San
AntOnia held that eduLllional spending inequality among income groups did
not violate the U.S. Con,,tiluLion, a number of state courts have followed
talifornia in int...rpreLing the stale constitutions Lo require a change
in educational finance.
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matching erants can be a powerful stimulus to local spending and therefore

that differential matching grants that: are inversely correlated with wealth.

can be'a relatively effective offset to local differences in wealth
.

1

f---/There is, however, no information about the pattern of extra spending

on the different categories of educational input that would be stimulated

by such matching grants. with a bureaucratic budget process, the additional

spriding that results from matching grants would be spent in the same way

as any other increment to the school budget. This additional spending

would therefore satisfy the court's' mandate to offset the expenditure

effects of wealth differences. In contrast, with a political budget prol-

cess, the pattern of (pending would depend on the price elasy.cities of

' demand for each category of expenditure. The impact of a differential'

matching grant when the budget processipolital" might therefore be

to stimulate spending in a wky that fails to offset. the expenditure effects

of Wealth differences. Tiese implications will be explored in detail below.

The first. section of this paper presents a fo t mai statement of the-

political and bureaucratic budget. models and discusses the likelihood ratio

test that we use to distingi'ish between them. Our data are described in

section 2 and the ertimateresented in :section 3. The evidence over

whelming supports lhe politieel budgeting model. ic brief concluding

section -comments on the implications of these results.

1
See FeLdstein (1979 for (vid.enee on the effect of a differential

matching grant on coydli00.1 For a more f->eneral review of Lhe
Fnp.rt OF ipiyortaat rccent. papJrs by C:anlich
(i 976) and Malin (1u77).
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eac4 educational Phput. type subject to this constraint. The individual

expenditure& arc therefore a function of this total education budget and

p a subset of the variables that influenced the political authority's

choice of this total spending level. The restriction to a subset is

important. Intergovernmental aid variables and the value of local taxable s%

property' should influence the political choice of the total level of
. ,

'spending but will not have a direct effect on how the educational budget

is spent.'

To emphasize this we rewrite equation 1.1 with the exogenou& variables

divided into the subset X that influences only total spending 'and the sub--

set Z that influence: both total spending and the individual components:
1

(1.2) T = + Ziy,÷ u.

With this notation, the second stage bureaucratic expenditure equations

pan be written

(1.3)f E. = TX. + ZI6. + V.,'

./.

.r3

j= 1,...,J

wher E. is the-expenditure on educational inputs of, type j,

The political budgeting model impliee that all of the individual

expenditures are c1,7.'cided simultaneously and therefore that all of the
e.

exogenous variables...are relevant for each expenditure decision.

model cdn therefore be writlen:

(1.4 j

This

= 1..,J.

1
The specifio variable ite these tk:o suhseLs will be discussed in the

:zect;:m.
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each educational rhput, type subject to this constraint. The Individual

expenditures are therefore a function of this total education budget and

.c a subset of the variables that influenced the political authority's

choice of this total spending level. The restriction to a subset is

important. Intergovernmental aid variables and the value of local taxable .1
k

property' Should influence the political choice of the total level of

)spending but will not have a direct effect on how the educational budget

,

11.',..
.

is spent.'
.

To enphasize this we rewrite equation 1.1 with the exogenous, variables

divided into the subset X that influences only total spending and the sub'

set Z that influence;; both total spending and the individual components:
1

(1.2) T = X'E + Z'y,+ u.

With this notation, the second stage burenecratic expenditure equations

can be written

(1.3)! E. = TA. + +

= 11...)J

wherl E. is the-expenditure on educational inputs of type j,
.

The political budgeting model implieg that all of the individual

expenditures.are decided simultaneously and therefore that all of the

exogenous variables,are relevant for each expenditure decision. This

model can therefore be writlen:

+ +
J = 1..,J.

1The.
specific variable:: ire these wo huhsets will be discussed in the

:zectiov.
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It is clear that-the oat-the bureaucratic del is foilially equivalent to the

political model subject to additional constraints on. the relation among the

a, in the different equation corrt:s2oding to different expenditure cote-

goriei. More explicitly, the bureaucratic modet implies that the X variables

affect each E. only .through T and therefore that the E vectors must be.

:
proportional to each other, i.e., must differ only by the propOrtionality

factor-X.. ,With this proportionality re'triction, equatidns 1.2 and 1.3

imply that ]? is equivalent,to:

(1.5) E =.X .W6) + + p..
J J J

A procedure developed by Goldberger (i9'`1) and Hauset (1972) provides

a computationally efficient maximum liken:10°d method of estimating the

`Parameters of 1.5 and testing the rest.ricLion that the E'. vectors are col-
t

linear.
1
'We describe this canouiLal correlation procedure briefly, leaving

intecesied reader to the original papers for the derivation of the

'method as a maximum likelihood esti7ator. The procedure begins by "purging"

both the E. variable and the X variables of the effect of the variables
J

(Z) whose coefficients are unconstrained. We write E. for the vector of
jlz

residualsofoler...0-essionaE.onzandE.,for the matrix of these and other
3

'vectors. SitliiLi1), we Wile fo, lnv maid>: of residuals of the regres-

: '
sion of X pa Z. Let R = (Xt.z X. z) -11'.. E. the matrix of regression

coefficients of'E. on X . Lei U E -'X R, the matrix of residuals

from these equations, and let S = Wu, `tile= covariance matrix of these;

I
We are %tory uLeful to Gary Chamberlain for suggesti..ng this method

ot - imaLjo. loZiow tlo141,c.rt..a.-1;:ter prc.c.educe, ignoriag Mt;

cross-ctb!o lai tme-seritN=traccure of our data.

1
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residuals. Finally, let Q = E' E - S, the covariance between the E.
S'z

E.

variables and their predicted value X.z R. Goldberger and Hauser show

that the charattoistic vector associated with the largest characteristic
'r)

root of the matrix QS
-1

is the maximum likelihood estimator. of the vector

B of 1.5. Thus we solve

(1:6) (QS
--1

- pi)b = 0

I
for the value of b associated with the largest value of p and have found

thernaximtillikeldhoodestimatenfI3i111.5.Thevectnrof in 1.5

is then given by

(1.7) A = RS b

where-p is the largesl characteristic root..

Before turning to the actual estimates, we describe the maximum

hood test of the restriction in 1:5.. This test is based on the determinants

ofthecovarialIcematrieesoftheu.'s with and without the restriction.

More erTlicitly, let 4, be the covariance matrix of the residuals from the

unconstrained equations (1.4) and let ya- be the corresponding matrix for

'the constpined eq uations 1.5. The constraint implies that the determinant
tc,

of the latter mat' i% l., at large.as the determinant of the former.

The usual asymptotic, likelihood ratio test can be based on the fact -that

minus twice the logarithm of the likelihood ratio is' distributed as chi

square; i.e.,

17 N12
li.

(1.8) - 2 in -2-9I I

'1., X
2

(IC)

I . t-- i N72 i
i!, ni ,

. ti j



where N is, the-number of observations used to estimate equations 1.4 and

1.5 and K is the number of parameter restrictions imposed in going from 1.4

to 1.5

Mecovariancematrixoftheu.3 's for equations 1.4 is obtained directly
. ' ,

by e4imating.these equation:;.by ordinary -least squares and then using the

,-.

residuals to co4ute the covariance matrix t'i'. Tot equatiOn 1.5, the

maximum likelihood estimates of and the A
3
's are 'used to calculte th0

variables E.3 -X.3 X1 ; the regression of these derived variables ea the.Z's
.

yield the residuals that are used to calculate the i4ariance.matrix,la".

S

k

L



2. 'Data and Specification

We have estimateetha equations of the political Ind bureaucratic

4 . ,

budget models .with data for 105 Massachusetts schooledistricts( This section......
N . . . t .

'describes the'clata.and discusses Lhe specification of the expenditure equa-
i

, ..

tions.

The school districts of Massachusetts are particularly suitable for
4r4

our analysis because of the preiling system of intergovernmental grants.

More specifically, Massachusetts uses a system of differential matching grants

in which the matching rate'is inversely related Lo local taxable property per

.

pupil. Fcr the, purpose of our analysis, we express tbe effect of the matching
. .

rate in terms of the localdistrict's implied price. of educational spending:

. ._

. P is the net cost to the local community per.dollartof educational °inputs
. ,

,-

purchased. Although the basic principle of*th.:lass'achusetts aicriformi,l.a

implies that the price variable is proportional to'local taxable property
1

. ,

per pupil, a number of limits and "grandifathcr,clauSes"' make the forrelation

orfly G.42 in ache most recent year in our sample. For those' school districts
. t i

.

in which a constraint on the amount c). kid m4Les the price equal to one (i.e.,

A eliminates,the matching
.

aid), the state provides a block grant.
1

0- t..

4*
A f,urther advantage of analyzing the Massachusetts 4xperience is that

svk

the current system of intergovernmental aid was only introduced in 1967.

'Before that, Low..,: received so-called "foundation" blodk grants designed to

mimiwom 1ovc1 of e::pen:liture and to relieve local taxpayers of the

cost of providing that lyvel of spending., 400ling data fot several years

A

1The system of Massachus4ks aid is described biefly in Feldsteln

(1975) Fuld more fdlly in Daniere (1969)' *

l"

%.

k
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to include both the old fou ndation block grant period and the current

matching g-;',period provides a source of variation im the price variable

that is cqmpIetely uncorrelated with interdistrict differences in taxable

prop,ertx per pupil.

Our sample consists of data for 105 school districts for seven fiscal

years: 1965, 1966, ind 197 thronzh 1974. Fiscal year 1974 was the most

recent year for what data could be obtained when our analysis began'. The

-ej
three fiscal years in the middle of the sample decade areiztmitted because'

disaggregated dka on individual input categories is no available for

those yenr: The 105 school 'districts contain" approximately 75 percent of

the state population; the remainini;'dist4;icts were generally small and were

excluded because data were not available for all the variables or, for a

few 4tstricts, because of their relation to a regional school system.

Because of the politi:ai structure of NassachuseLtS,' the 10 5 school dis-
,

triccs in our sample coterminous with individuml cities or towns.
1

Previods studies of educational expenditure (e.g., Bahl and Saynders,

'1974; Feldstein, 1972) and 197,7'; GrAnlich, 1976;. dates, 1974; Stern, 1973)

have identified a nunber of variables in addition to intergovernmental aid

that influence local expenditure on education. In describing these var4-
4

ablts, it is useful tkL,..4lotinguioh bet:teen the.two classes of variables

that are relevant in the bureaucratic biidget model: the X variables whose

,

The data'w;ed in the pricat study are thus an extension of the sample
sad in Feldstein (19h) whieh included the ,same 105 towns for only two
fiscal yers and no di-A,weotion of spending into individual, input cate-
gories.



relative coefficients are constrained to be the same in all expenditure

equations and the Z variables whosg coefficients are completPly AmconsUained.

When there is an ambi:uity in this assignment, we err on the conservative

. side by including the variable in th4 unconstrained Z category. This

reduces the likelinoq of rejecting the constraint and thus favors the

1bureaucratic model. Since, as'we indicated in the-introduction, our ev.
,

dence leads us to reject the bureaucratic model in favor of the political

model, this classification procedure strengthens our conclusion.

The X-group contains three variable. that influence local expenditure

on education but which, once total educational spending was determined,

would not be expected to influence the bureaucracy's allocation of the

spmding.
1

These variables are (1) the price implied by the differential

matching-grant; (2) the state block.glan, and (3) the locnl taxable pro-

perty per pupil.
2

Cloz,e1y related to the third of these variables is the
N

fraction of the pcopu:rty value- that is residential; a higher fraction of

residential -roperty impoics thaOlocal voters will pay a higher fraction

of the tax revenue, rather than "exporting" it at- seeing it capitalized in

industrial and commercial land value:- 3
We have included a measure of the

he*Cual specification of our e.:peuditure equations is nonlinear;
the X variables erefore itclude not only these ihre variables but also
non - liner cross-produrt terms. We return to this below.

2
Taxable propelt, per popiL as e:Aimated market. value and not the

artificially low at-set,sed vaLuI.

3
co:tpiex because Fwb "eNpoi.ting" is limited by the long-

run

issue

,run mobility of capital .ini because thL ta:, on residential rental property
ma'y also be capilali::e.t. Unforteinattly, there is no data on the fraction
of r,:,..11dert0-1 ji; :Wither owaer-occupied.
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the residential share of the tax base among the Z variables rather than

the X variables in order to allow for the possibility that a different

composition of local property is associated with differences in the social

class composiLion,of they population Or othtk factors that might influence

the pattern of educational spending.

The Z variables are of three types: (1) mdasures of relevant econdmic

characteristics of the student population; (2) feaLurespf the school dis-

trict itself; and (3) financial variables that should affect the composition

of educational spending. The economic characteristics of the student popu-

lotion include the average family income in the district, the average number

of children per family, the percentage of children in tkle elementapy grades,

and the percentage of children attending private or parochial schools. Two:

important characteristics of the school district are included: the total

population size of the school disLrieL and the recent growth-rate of the

number of pupils.

A number of restricted block grants are provided to school districts

to pay for such things as transpurLation or services for low-income pupils.

A composite aggregate of such specific block grants is included among the

Z variables .1 _A,. t. nor ,d oho. e, Lire fracrion of the local tax. base

accounted for by residential property is also included among the Z vari-

ables. The final -variable measures the cost of teaching staff relative to

I
Fel( stein (19/7) discusses the expenditure imi,act of the federal grants

to loco government; under the Title I program. Title I aid is ndr included
as a s paraLe vari)ble iu the current study because the rates Or distributing
such aid amon4 lot.1 disLrict:s makes esLimation impossible with data for a

sAmgle stale.

1 L;
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cost.of other educationalOnpUts: This variable is constructed as-

a weighted average of the' consumer_price index and of a statewide index
.

-, ,,
of teachers' salaries, reflectini-the judgment 'that it s. best to treat,

/
-, -

intertown differences in teachers' salaries as indicating differences in

the quality chosen by the town:

Total current expenditure) is divided by Massachusetts educational

acCounting practice into 14 mutually exclusive ,ategories: (1) teachers'

salaries; (2) textbooks.; (3) library material and personnel; (4) audio-
,

visual material and personnel; 5) guidance services; (6) psychological

services; (7) educational television; (3) principals' offices; (9) super-
.

intendent's office; (10) general adminitration; (11) community services;

(12)*general non-instructional school services; (13) operation and main-
/

tenance of the school plant; and (14) fied charges assigned tothe current

account, We define the c9rresponding L. variables by converting each of

these expenditures to a per pupil amount and deflating.to constant 1970

In our estimation we have generalized the lin6ar specifications of

section 1 to allow the impaet of the matching rate price variable to depend .

on the level of incomes and of taxable property value in the school district.

Equation 1.4 thus becomes

(2.1) LJ1 .. [13
lj

-F,
1'2 j I

.0

Capital expenditult .aspe.-LicAly exeludad.

1z

.BG. y U
5J i j

ti
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J
'

where eln1 .l.saveragefimilyincemuindistrict1,V.1 is taxable property

valtiaperpupil,W1 .J.stheblockgrantperpupilandP.i is the net cost

to the local com munity per dollar of educational expenditure. A time sub-

script on each variable is omitted for ease of presentation. The constrained

specification of equation 1.5 can be written:

(2.2) E.. = A.QE + + 3 + E V. + 0 BG.)-V-Vy. + u...31j1 213114151 13 31

Note that although the two equations are nonlinear in the X variables they

are linear in the parameters; the estimation and test procedure of section

1 is therefore directly applicable.

It;I
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3. The Likelihood Ratio Test and Individual Expenditure Elasticities

The likelihood ratio test overwhelmingly rejects the bureaucratic

budget model in favor of the unconstrained political budget model. The

chi-square test statistic (i.e., minus twice the logarithm of the likeli-

hood ratio) is 172,' substantially greater than the critical value of 80

for a one percent significance level with 52 degrees of freedom. 1

A more detailed analysis of the actual coefficients shows that the

political budgeting model is not only statistically superior to the

bureaucratic model but also has substantially different implications about

the effects of matching grants' and of district wealth differences.

Consider first how the models diff r empirically in their implications

about the impact of matching grants. A aching grant lowers the net price

to the school district per dollar of educaLional,spending. The elasticity

of each type of educational spending with respect tothis price is a useful

way of quantifying the difference between the political and bureaucratic

models. Because our specificntion does not assume a constant elasticity,

we shall evaluate all elasticities at the sample means of the variables.

No special problem is posed by the nonlinear specification of equation 2.1;

inthenotation'oltnuLequatiou,wecalculatetheelasticlty0fE.with

respecttopricePinthemconstrainedpoliticalmadelasn.=( Olj

6
2j

INC 4- 03i V)P/E. with all of the variA les replaced by their values.

These elasticities and Lily estimated standard errors are shown in column 2

1
Our sample con:_tiw. 732 observation.. The 14 equations each contain

.nLiables, toe parame,:..:rs of

these variables trim i0 to 18.

;_
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TABLE 1

Elasticities of Educational Spending with Respect to Price and

Local Property Value: A Comparison of Political and Bureaucratic

Elasticity with

Mean Price

Per Bureau-

Models

Respect to

Pronerty valor.

Bureau-
---

Expenditure Category Pupil . Political cratic Political cratic

Teachers $433.55
1

-0.53 -0.20 0.19
(0.09), (0.02)

Principal's Office 40.6.6 -0.27 -0.30 0.15 0.21
(0.15) (0.04)

Superintendent's Office 13.78 0.19 -1.11 0.43 0.77
(0.49) (0.12)

Text'Books 8.40 0.26 -0.28 0.08 0.20
(0:30) k (0.08)

tLibraries 8.31 -0.36 -0.63 0.32 0.44
(0.35) (0.09)

Audiovisual 2.87 -0.63 -0.67 0.37 0.47
(0.47) (0.09)

Guidance Services 17.09 -0.51 --0124 0.10 .17.
(0.25), (0.63)

t.
Psychological Services 4.64 -0.21 -1.54 0.75 1.07

(1.10) (0.28)

Educational' Television 0.22 0.63 0.40 -0c.49 -0.28
(0.34) (0.21)

General Administration 19.49 -0.85 -0.51 0.40 0.36
(0.26) (0.07)

School Services 45.97 -0.91 -0.24 0.34 0.17
(0.20) (0,.05)

Plant Operation and 83.36 -0.56 -0.40 0.33 0.28
Maintenance (0.15) (0.04)

Fixed Charges 4.35 -0.86 -0.63 0.39 0.4h
(0.85) (0.21)

GommJaity Service.; 2.90 -1.60 -0.06 0.33 0.04
(0.57) (0.14)

Standard errors are shown in 2arentheses.

1

See text for methqds and definitions.



of,Table 1. The corresponding price,elasticities,in the constrained

these
j 1 2

Two general chardcteristiesvof the estimated price elasticities deserve

comment. First, there is substantial variation among the individual price

elasticities of column 2. Although most expenditure categories have price

are shown in column 3 of Table 1.

A

elasticities Oat differ significantly from zero, a few do not: Second,flat
.

there are large 'fferences Jec.weeri the unconstrained elasticities of,the

political budgeting model and the constrained elasticities of the bureau-

cratic model. Even for a major category of expenditure like teachers'

sala*ies, the political budgeting model implies a substantially larger

elasticity than the bureaucratic budgeting model.

A similar se.t"Df elasticities of expenditure with respect to local

property value is shown in columns 4 and S of Table A. Again, the

individual property value elabticities vary substantially among the expen-
.,

diture categories and the estimates differ notably between the constrained

and unconstrained models.

More significant than either the price or property value elasticities

Glone is the relation between them. The bureaucratic model implies that

the 'ratio of the ,price elasticity to the property value elfasticity is the.

samefor every expenditure category;
1

;;.e,evidence here indicate.; that the

1

1Under the bureaucratic model, the effects of price and Value on each
expenditure can he decomposed into an effect on total spending and nn effect

of total Spendinp, on the individual category. It it easily shown that the

elasticity of 1 i,it respect to price (n.
JP

) can be written as the product

of t%r e' i.
j
hith tr.tal spending (n- ) and the,

elasacitYortutAlsivildingfes1)30-toprice(n-) SjIailarlY,n-"
dT jv

. Thus 4.
jp

/
p

n /n
Tv'

the same for all j.
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ratio is 1.4. In contrast, zhe unconstrained estimates of the political

model imply very substantial differences in this ratio.

This variation in the ratio of the elasticitids has important imp ice.

tions for the use of matching grantsi'to offset, the effects of inte - district

differences in property values. gs we noted above the landmark case of

Serrano v. Priest held that the system of educational finance must not make

19cal educational spending a function of local property values. --Feldstein

(1975) showed how a formula.relaLing tht local matching grant rate to, local

property value could achieve a zero elasticity of total expenditure per

pupil with respect to focal propertY value per pupil. If the bureaucratic

model were true, this uk,uld also cause the corresponding elasticity for each

type of spending to equal zero. In contrast, the political budgeting m odel-

and the estimates of :Cable 1 imply that no simple matching grant could make

all of the elasticities simultaneously equal to zero. A grant formula that

made the total spending elasticity equal to zero would leave the individual

estimates as functions of 16c,a1 prOperty value. 'This casts serious doubt '(

on the general principl( of trying to elimin ate the effect of property value

on total spending. There are a number of alternative options: settinga
I

mlichirw rat' fora pirricullr caLec;orr like teachers',salaTie, using

several different matching grants for different types of services, or
1 44

abandoning the goal of overall "wealth neutrality" in favor of establishing

.

(minimum spending-standard:, hi cat.c6ory. The appropriate:choice among these
1

options clear,ly lies beyond the scope of this paper
4 t

A

41.

}we

.tv
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The evidence qlatve have examined shows quite clearly that the

categorical budgets of the Hassathusetts school districts are determined

by a political prOcess rather than by the bureaucracy of the school system.

The pattern of educational expenditure as well as its total is thus directly

responsive to the preferences the electorate. For Massachusetts school

' districts, the reality'of the budgetary process appears to conform to the

constitutional description.

The extent to which such political control is characteristic of Other.

areas is currently unknown but is of substantial importance for understanding

the working of the democratic process. We hope that the method that we have

presented here will be a usefUl tool for purduing this question.'

4
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APPENDIX

Elasticities of Local
Educational Spending With Respect to

Pi.ice and Property Value

Period

1964-65

1965-66

196Y-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

Full sample

Price

-0.76

(0.30)

-0.99

(0.28)

-0.66
(0.29)

-0.94
(0.'32)

'-0.88

(0.28)1

-0.67

(-2.11)

1

Property
Value

0.17
(0.04)

0.22
(0.04)

0.34

(0.06)

0.45
(0.07)

0.46
(0.07)

0.49
(0.07)

0.44
(0.07)

'0.28

.(0.02)

21.
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